
ART ATTACK!

 This is a painting of Regent Circus in Swindon. You can
see the Town Hall clock tower in the background. The
low building in the middle is the Central Library. How
has the artist made Swindon seem like an enjoyable
place to live?

1.

    2. The artist has used lots of movement in this painting. 

        Draw arrows on this picture to show where the
        movement is.

 What is unusual about the way this artist has painted 1.
        the sky?

    2. How has the artist used light in this painting?

    3. Just before painting this picture, this artist had been
       part of the First World War. Why do you think he chose
       to go to the countryside and paint pictures like this?
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 What is happening in this painting?1.

    2. This painting is called 'A Wartime Nocturne'. A nocturne
        is a dream. Why do you think the artist used this title?

    3. Even though London is being bombed, the artist has still
        made it seem like a strong and beautiful place. Why do
        you think he chose to do this?

Central Library, Swindon

Welsh Hills

Tower Bridge, London: 
A Wartime Nocturne



 When artists painted portraits (pictures of people) like
this over 100 years ago, the person being painted had to
sit still for a very long time. What do you think it was like
to have your portrait painted?

1.

    2. What do you think the artist's sister Deborah was like?

    3. How were women's clothes in 1911 different from the
       clothes we wear now?

 Do you recognise any of the objects in this painting? Do they1.
       look like any objects you know?

    2. What do you think this 'mysterious gift' is? Who do you think
        the artist is giving it to and why?

    3. This artist is also a zoologist who studies animals. Which of
        these objects look like they might have come from the 

        animal world?

 This woman was a refugee. A refugee is someone who
has had to escape their home country because of war,
terrible mistreatment, or a natural disaster, like an
earthquake. How do you think it feels to have to leave
your home in this way?

1.

    2. What clues are there in the painting that this woman
        feels unhappy?

The Artist's Sister, Deborah

The Mysterious Gift

Refugee



 This is a painting about the City of Cambridge. 1.
        What might the artist have seen in the City that
        made him use these shapes and colours?

    2. The painting shows Cambridge in July. How do 

        you think the painting might have been 

        different if it had been December?

 What do you think this is a painting of?1.

    2. This artist was a refugee who had been through
        some very difficult times. Can you tell this from
        the painting?

 These men are workers in a train factory in1.
        Swindon in 1949. What do you think it was like to
        work in this factory?

    2. What are all the different workers doing in this
        painting? Write a list.

 How many different colours has this artist used? Are 1.
        any of them repeated? Write a list of the colours.

    2. Has the artist made this seem like a good place to
        live? How has he done this?
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